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OVERVIEW

Stunning 4-bedroom residence in the highly sought-after
Chamberí-Almagro district of Madrid.

This superb new build luxury home offers an elegant living room, an airy dining room
and a large fully equipped kitchen with a utility room, the highest quality finishes
including high-end appliances and cabinets with Silestone worktops.

The bedrooms have been distributed along a corridor which has 2 entrances, one to
the communal lift (main one) and another one with a lobby that leads out to the
convenient large balcony overlooking the atrium. This space is communal but of
exclusive private use to the owner of the apartment. There are 3 medium-sized
bedrooms with views of the interior patio and elegant ensuite bathrooms. The
master bedroom is spacious and has a classy design. It has a dressing room and a
complete ensuite bathroom that boasts the best finishes and materials. Large
balconies provide abundant light and good ventilation.

Exceptional finishes that respect the property's heritage have been provided along
with modern luxuries for a contemporary lifestyle. Natural wood flooring and a
technologically advanced control system of heating, lighting, security and parking
(with remote control) are additional features of this property. Furthermore, the
apartment includes a large storage unit and 2 parking spaces with the option to
acquire further spaces if required.

The communal private gym and spa with jacuzzi, sauna and steam room are the
perfect place for residents to prepare for the day ahead or recover from the pace of
city life. The social events room, with its private wine cellars, provides a relaxing
alternative for getting together with friends or colleagues.

Security features are subtle but uncompromising, with private parking, 24 hour
security and a concierge service, ensuring that residents can feel relaxed and safe at
any time in this exclusive building.

Contact us for further information about this stylish new luxury residence in Madrid
City.

lucasfox.com/go/dev1605

Spa, Jacuzzi, Gym, Concierge service, Lift,
Wooden flooring, Parking, Utility room,
Security, New build,
Near international schools, Heating,
Exterior, Chill out area, Built-in wardrobes,
Balcony, Alarm, Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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